9: Spinster

George Romney’s portrait of a ‘spinstress’ in Kenwood House is a bit
misleading. The subject, Romney’s muse Emma Hart, later Lady
Hamilton, was not actually a spinner – this was just one of many
romantic and theatrical poses she held for the painter. Nor was she a
spinster. By the time she sat for Romney for this painting in 1784–85,
she had already been employed in a ‘temple of health’ (possibly a
brothel), become pregnant at the age of sixteen and been for a few
years the mistress of the Hon. Charles Greville, second son of the
Earl of Warwick. Greville brought Emma to Romney in 1782; the
artist was very taken with her, and in the next four years she sat for
him over a hundred times. In 1786, Greville needed to find a bride
with a substantial income, and he offered Emma to his uncle, Sir
William Hamilton, British Envoy in Naples. Hamilton had already
commissioned her portrait from Sir Joshua Reynolds, and in Naples
he arranged for other artists to paint her, including Elisabeth Vigée le
Brun. Rather sadly, it seems that Emma did not quite understand the
new arrangement, and hoped that Greville would join her. In 1791, she
and Hamilton were married, at the respective ages of twenty-six and
sixty-one, putting an end to any chance of claiming her for what, fifty
years later and in another country (America) was called ‘the maiden
sisterhood’, with its associated state of ‘single blessedness’.

[ 193 ]

In thinking about the single women in the recent history of my family,
a tradition I continue, I have become interested in the changing
discourses about spinsters and unmarried women. The usual
definition of a spinster is on the lines of ‘an unmarried, childless
woman of middle age or older’; you can’t be called a spinster if you
have children or if you are divorced or widowed, and you are not a
spinster if you are only twenty-five (although of course there was a
time when that was on the edge of becoming an old maid). It’s not clear
whether single women who have had sexual relationships are spinsters
– perhaps only if the relationships have been relatively short-lived?
More complex still, with regard to terminology, is the case of women
living with women, which many single women have done, particularly
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Eleanor Rathbone
made that comment about not wanting her portrait painted because ‘a
spinster does not want to gaze on her own portrait in her own home’.
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But by then (1932) she had been in a decades-long relationship with
Elizabeth Macadam, and, although Rathbone’s biographer concludes
that it was very unlikely that it was a sexual relationship, there is no
doubt that it was a committed and loving life-partnership. So not really
single, then. But spinster in the sense of being unmarried and childless.
In any case, more interesting than establishing definitions is to trace
the ways in which single women have been regarded in Western
culture, specifically Britain and America, over the past two centuries. I
feel myself on some kind of mission to reclaim the word ‘spinster’ as, if
not positive, at least neutral, though I think this may be doomed. Most
dictionaries have a note that the term is usually derogatory. Even the
lovely sounding Italian name for spinster – Zitella – has ‘pej.’ in brackets
after the word in the dictionary.

hH
In my father’s family, there have been women who never married, and
whose lives I’d love to know more about. His father’s cousin Emma
(sister of Julie, the mother of Marcel who died in the French Resistance)
was single, and lived with her widowed sister, and her sister-in-law
in her later years. It was with them that my cousin Marlyse lived, in
France, as a young girl in the 1930s.
Emma is on the right in this photograph from 1953 (and I am in front,
with Julie’s hand on my shoulder). More mysterious, and a generation
earlier, is Emma’s aunt Minette Levy (1845–1919), my father’s great-aunt,
oldest of nine siblings, whose grave I first saw in the Jewish cemetery in
Saarlouis in June 1993 (and then on a later visit in September 2014). The
familiar story of the oldest daughter looking after the elderly parents?
I have really no idea – I know nothing at all about her.
On my mother’s side, though, I had more direct knowledge of spinsters.
Cousin Bessie for instance, who was often at my grandparents’
house, a few doors from ours in north Manchester. She lived with her
brother, Joe, in a small terraced house in Cheetham Hill. I think her
blonde hair must have been peroxided. I recall her as sweet and kind,
perhaps a bit simple. Certainly she remained placid and smiling in the
face of the bossiness of my grandmother, her cousin, including one
particular recurring put-down. My grandmother, Becky Noar (née
Gertler) was determined that her granddaughters wouldn’t become
old maids. This meant we were never to have the last biscuit or
cake from a plate (a superstition which shows up quickly in a google
search). She would say to her cousin ‘Bessie, you have the last cake.
You’re an old maid anyway.’ And Bessie would laugh (and perhaps
take the cake – I can’t remember that part). The other important
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Detail of family photograph Thionville, 1953
Grave of Minette Levy,
Saarlouis Jewish cemetery
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Author as bridesmaid

Author as bridesmaid
(standing second
from left)
Author as maid of
honour
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Noar family photograph, north Manchester, 4 March 1964
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superstition, still circulating now, was ‘three times a bridesmaid,
never a bride’. A mistake I did make.

hH
[ 198 ]

This is my grandparents’ golden wedding anniversary party. Bessie is to the
right of grandma in the main picture, linking her arm. And next to her are
two other spinsters, my grandmother’s sisters, Rosie and behind her to
her left Mary Gertler. ‘The aunties’, as we all referred to them, played an
important role in my childhood. They lived together, and for many years
had their home in Blackpool – 17 Peel Avenue. My parents used to send
me and my sister Veronica to stay with them in the holidays.
My grandfather came sometimes. On 5 June 1952 he wrote to my mother,
enclosing letters from Veronica and me, from which I discover how we
spent the time there. (Ever the good girl – age nine and only one spelling
mistake in my letter.)
Dear mummy, daddy and granny [my father’s mother].
We are enjoying ourselves here very much. We will send you a
postcard soon, but now we want to write quite a lot to tell you what
we’re doing. Yesterday we went on the sands with Grandpa and
Auntie Rosy. Grandpa took us in the morning and bought us icecream. Then after dinner Auntie Rosy took us and we had fairy-floss
and a donkey-ride. Veronica didn’t have one though because she
was frightened that she’d fall off. Of corse she had the fairy-floss.
Today, in the morning, uncle Michael [mother’s youngest brother]
took us to the pictures to see Laurel and Hardy. First he took
Grandpa to the Ritz to book for to-night. We left him there and went
to the pictures. But we didn’t see the picture because it is Sunday.
We went to the Jewish Men’s Club to look for him but he wasn’t
there, so we went on the pier for a bit. We went on the penny-inthe-slot machines and uncle Michael spent a shilling, Veronica spent
a shilling and I spent a shilling. Uncle Michael spent three whole
shillings. (But Grandpa said it didn’t matter because if boys take girls
out the boys should pay for the girls.) After that we went back to the
club to see if Grandpa was there yet. He wasn’t so we went home.

In another letter in the same envelope, I report that we went on the motor
launch on the lake in Stanley Park with Veronica and Auntie Bessie (so
apparently she visited there too), and that the lake is three times bigger
than the one in Heaton Park, which our grandfather used to take us on
in north Manchester. The next day was pretty active:
This afternoon Pat, Margaret, Paddy and I made up a concert of
acrobats. It was quite good. Pat’s mother and Grandma watched. I did
cartwheels on both hands, cartwheels on one hand, walking on my
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Letter from Blackpool by author (aged 9)
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hands, standing on my hands, standing on my head, tossing over, and
standing in crab, and standing on my hands and putting my feet up to
the wall at the same time. I wish you could have seen the concert.

[ 200 ]

Auntie Mary isn’t mentioned in the letters, and it may be that she was
working. She was a dressmaker and seamstress, while her younger
sister Rosie kept the house. Many of our dresses were made by Auntie
Mary, including the frocks for my second bridesmaid appearance with
my sister and cousin and a fourth young girl. According to family lore,
Mary had a fiancé, or a beau, who was killed in the First World War.
It was never discussed, though, and the only remaining (possible)
evidence is a few postcards from France and Belgium among her
possessions when she died. There is nothing written on the back, and
no address or stamp, so they must have been enclosed in an envelope,
or perhaps even brought back at some point.
Where studio portraits of Mary and Rosie Gertler don’t give much away
(we were always so impressed by Rosie’s waist-length hair though), a
few other photos of Mary as a young woman suggest a real sense of
style and a certain liveliness which she retained throughout her life,
and which the more down-to-earth, imperturbable, prosaic Rosie
didn’t share.

hH
Whether or not Mary Gertler lost someone in the First World War, the
aunties were among the one and three-quarter million ‘surplus women’
in Britain in the 1920s. This figure meant, as Virginia Nicholson has said,
that one in four British women remained single. But although her book,
Singled Out, is subtitled ‘How Two Million Women Survived Without
Men after the First World War’, it is more about thriving than about
just surviving. Nor does she assume that all – or even most – of the
women were reluctant spinsters. Rather, in this period of expanding
opportunities for women, and in the context of continuing constraints
for married women, remaining single was often a positive choice.
One of the women she interviewed told her ‘Once you get over the
disgrace, it’s the best life!’ I assume the reference to disgrace is intended
humorously – in many ways, earlier negative stereotypes of the
spinster had disappeared in the postwar years, as women increasingly
took up professions and other kinds of work, and expanded the travel
adventures embarked on earlier by a few intrepid ‘Victorian lady
travellers’. Nicholson quotes the writer Cicely Hamilton, from 1940:

Souvenir cards from
Belgium and France

Time was – and not so very long ago – when the middle-aged English
woman who had not found a husband was considered fair game for the
jester; by the humorists of the Victorian age she was always depicted
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Studio photograph of Mary Gertler (top)
Studio photograph of Rosie Gertler (left)
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Mary Gertler

Studio photograph of Mary Gertler in gypsy costume
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Studio portrait of Mary Gertler
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as a figure of fun – an unattractive creature who, in spite of all her
efforts, had failed to induce a man to marry her. That was the old maid
as a past generation saw her – and as we do not see her today; we have
too many unmarried women successful in business or professional life,
distinguished in literature, science, and art, to be able to keep up that joke.

In other ways, though, the negative image persisted, as Nicholson says:

[ 204 ]

Twenty years into the twentieth century an unmarried woman had
possibilities undreamed-of by her spinster aunts. But the aunts, with
their wispy buns and ruined hopes, were still there to haunt her. The
contempt and humiliation suffered by maiden ladies were an everpresent reminder of the spinster’s predicament.

Even the feminist writer Winifred Holtby confronted the assumed fate of
the unmarried woman, in an essay in 1934:
What am I missing? What experience is this without which I must – for
I am told so – walk frustrated? … Shall I suffer horribly in middle age?
At the moment, life seems very pleasant; but I am an uncomplete
frustrated virgin woman. Therefore some time, somewhere, pain
and regret will overwhelm me. The psychologists, lecturers and
journalists all tell me so. I live under the shadow of a curse.

A peculiar aspect of the changing discourse of the spinster is the collusion
of feminism with her demonisation in the early twentieth century.
Or rather, the spinster is once again negated, but this time by the
(apparently) forward-thinking work of feminists and sexologists.
Eleanor Rathbone, champion of women’s rights throughout her life, is
berated by Sheila Jeffreys for her long campaign for the endowment
of motherhood, in the form of family allowances. In this privileging of
marriage, and of married women, Rathbone ‘betrayed the cause of
spinsterhood and the independent woman’ – even though, as Jeffreys
points out, Rathbone was herself a ‘lifelong spinster’. Even worse
was the consequence of new theories of sexuality and post-Freudian
psychology, whose emphasis on the importance of sexual fulfilment
pathologised those who were not sexually active (as well as those of
‘non-normal’ – that is, non-heterosexual – sexuality). Jeffreys quotes
an article in the first issue of the feminist magazine Freewoman in
November 1911, entitled ‘The spinster’:
I write of the High Priestess of Society. Not of the mother of sons,
but of her barren sister, the withered tree, the acidulous vessel
under whose pale shadow we chill and whiten, of the Spinster I write
… In the auditorium of every theatre she sits, the pale guardian … She
haunts every library … In our schools she takes the little children,
and day by day they breathe in the atmosphere of her violated spirit.
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And Alison Oram quotes Stella Browne, a feminist sex reformer writing
in 1917:
I would even say that after twenty-five, the woman who has neither
husband nor lover and is not under-vitalised and sexually deficient,
is suffering mentally and bodily – often without knowing why she
suffers; nervous, irritated, anaemic, always tired, or ruthlessly and
feverishly fussing over trifles.

[ 205 ]

Oram shows that there were other voices in the interwar period, rejecting
this view of the single woman. But the fact is that once again the
spinster – the idea of the spinster – was the receptacle of the negative
imagery that was the incidental product of contemporary thought. The
irony in this early twentieth-century historical moment is that it was
progressive, even feminist, discourses which pathologised singleness.

hH
The postwar period was not the first time that the problem of ‘surplus
women’ had come up in Britain. According to the 1851 census, there
were 405,000 more women than men in the population at that time.
In 1862 the essayist W.R. Greg suggested enforced colonial emigration,
though he did foresee a few practical problems:
The first difficulty is chiefly mechanical. It is not easy to convey a
multitude of women across the Atlantic, or to the Antipodes by any
ordinary means or transit. To transport the half million from where
they are redundant to where they are wanted, at an average of fifty
passengers to each ship, would require 10,000 vessels, or at least
10,000 voyages.

In post-revolutionary America too there were growing numbers of single
women. Lee Virginia Chambers-Schiller records the percentage of
spinsters rising gradually through the nineteenth century, to about
eleven per cent among those born between 1865 and 1875. This wasn’t
necessarily the result of a gender imbalance in the population – she
does not give those figures (or the numbers of unmarried men). But
the fact (or choice) of singleness for women is significant in the period.
And especially interesting, in the light of the changing idea of the
spinster over two centuries, is the high esteem in which single women
were held, and the great value placed on singleness by many women
themselves. In the seventeenth century, spinsters were seen as sinful,
‘an evil to be exorcised from community life because solitary women
menaced the social order’. By the eighteenth century the judgement
was less severe: ‘To be unmarried was disgraceful, a reproach rather
than a sin. Society regarded the spinster with more scorn than fear.’
But in the years after the revolution all this was replaced by a benign,
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even adulatory, attitude. The Cult of Single Blessedness affirmed the
vocational life of unmarried women. Celibacy was perceived by some
as a healthy choice, as well as, in religious discourses, a moral one.
In particular, the good works done by single women, free from the
demands of marriage and motherhood, contributed to their promotion
as admirable beings:

[ 206 ]

Antebellum culture correlated goodness with usefulness, and
usefulness with happiness … Noble work of high purpose provided
the only meaningful satisfaction in life … Single blessedness, then,
assured unmarried women eternal grace and social approval if
they assumed a noble work in a good cause at the inspiration and
command of their God.

At the same time, many women were vocal in their criticisms of the
institution of marriage, and the greatly circumscribed role for women
who married. Chambers-Schiller even quotes a (male) Unitarian
clergyman on woman’s prospects as a wife, writing in 1841:
Perhaps if she knew what life has in store for her, she would shrink
back. The marriage festivity would not be without its fears … so
many whom I have united for life have I seen overtaken by calamity
… that to me there is ever an undertone of sadness in the wedding’s
mirth.

The feminist Susan B. Anthony wrote to a friend in 1859: ‘In the depths
of my soul there is continual denial of the self-annihilating spiritual or
legal union of two human beings.’ But of course unmarried women
were themselves, in this period, very much constrained in social
and legal terms; and in many cases were expected to fulfil family
responsibilities. And negative stereotypes never entirely disappeared.
By the late nineteenth century, the view of the spinster had shifted
again. The expansion of opportunities in education and work
increased women’s autonomy and independence, and single women
began to be seen as more of a threat. Accordingly, the derogatory
discourses emerged again, here too compounded in the early
twentieth century by sexological theories which proposed the harm
of celibacy, at the same time proclaiming the dangers of non-married
sexual practices.

hH
In Britain, probably the spinster’s best moment was in the last years of the
nineteenth century and the very early twentieth century – the time of
the ‘new woman’. Judy Little traces what she refers to as ‘the spinster
code’ up to the 1930s, a period in which, as we have seen, opinion
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turned away from single women, a real contrast with the situation a
few decades earlier:
With the pioneering example of Florence Nightingale behind them,
unmarried women were by the 1880s actively defining a positive
image of themselves in occupations outside the family and outside
the traditional work of governess and companion. These spinsters
did not perceive themselves as burdens on family or society; they
saw their new roles as nurses, settlement administrators and
workers, or college teachers as vocational choices which allowed
them independence and yet gave them an opportunity to serve
others … The spinster of the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century could choose the unmarried state and know that this

[ 207 ]

implied a positive vocation.

This essay, about spinsters in the novels of Muriel Spark, appears in a
collection about unmarried women in the twentieth-century novel,
tracing the journey from ‘old maid’ to ‘excellent women’ to ‘radical
spinster’. It is interesting that often when we try to think about
unmarried women we turn to literature – Miss Matty in Elizabeth
Gaskell’s Cranford, certain figures in Dickens (Miss Haversham), the
‘new women’ in novels by George Gissing (Rhoda Nunn) and H.G.
Wells (Ann Veronica). Even in the modern novels, like Gissing’s The Odd
Women, the heroine may be shadowed by the other kind of spinster
– haunted by the ‘aunts, with their wispy buns and ruined hopes’, as
Nicholson puts it. For Rhoda Nunn, it is the Madden sisters, a kind of
relic of the Victorian unmarried lady, with no profession (though in
the end they plan to start a little school) and a modest, circumscribed
existence. The essays in Laura Doan’s Old Maids to Radical Spinsters
show this tension between the two images of single women: limited,
conservative, timid, constrained, and adventurous, outgoing, even
transgressive. In novels by E.M. Forster, Virginia Woolf, Barbara
Pym, Dorothy L. Sayers and others, these types and trajectories are
explored. In the end, in fiction and in life, the spinster never quite
shakes off the residue of the aura of loneliness and unfulfilment.

hH
From Cranford:
Miss Pole began a long congratulation to Miss Matty that, so far they
had escaped marriage, which she noticed always made people
credulous to the last degree; indeed she thought it argued great natural
credulity in a woman if she could not keep herself from being married …
I don’t know if it is a fancy of mine, or a real fact, but I have noticed
that, just after the announcement of an engagement in any set, the
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unmarried ladies in that set flutter out in an unusual gaiety and
newness of dress, as much as to say, in a tacit and unconscious
manner, ‘We are also spinsters’.

From The Odd Women:

[ 208 ]

‘We differ a good deal, Rhoda, on certain points which as a rule
would never come up to interfere with our working in harmony. You
have come to dislike the very thought of marriage – and everything
of the kind. I think it’s a danger you ought to have avoided. True
we wish to prevent girls from marrying just for the sake of being
supported, and from degrading themselves …; but surely between
ourselves we can admit that the vast majority of women would lead
a wasted life if they did not marry.’
‘I maintain that the vast majority of women lead a vain and miserable
life because they do marry.’

hH
Sylvia Townsend Warner’s much-admired novel Lolly Willowes
is sometimes cited as an excellent model for the spinster. The
protagonist, Laura (Lolly) Willowes, decides at the age of forty to go
beyond the roles of daughter and then sister and aunt, and to live
alone in a village. Eventually, in a strangely supernatural turn in what
had seemed a traditionally realist novel, she communes with witches
and with Satan before claiming her own absolute independence:
The night was at her disposal. She might walk back to Great Mop and
arrive very late: or she might sleep out and not trouble to arrive till
to-morrow. Whichever she did Mrs. Leak would not mind. That was one
of the advantages of dealing with witches; they do not mind if you are
a little odd in your ways, frown if you are late for meals, fret if you are
out all night, pry and commiserate when at length you return. Lovely to
be with people who prefer their thoughts to yours, lovely to live at your
own sweet will, lovely to sleep out all night!

I have never particularly liked the novel – and this idea of the spinster,
reminiscent of the equally unappealing ‘crone’ once advocated by
Germaine Greer as women’s best feminist guise, is too eccentric
and anti-social for my taste. (I do realise it’s a kind of fantasy, not a
programme for action.) But a strange coincidence has brought me to
a keen interest in Warner’s life, and to the story of her partnership
with the writer Valentine Ackland (called Molly until the late 1920s). In
the late 1930s, their relationship was shaken by Valentine’s affair with
another woman, which for a few years caused Sylvia great pain, and at
times threatened to destroy their partnership. For me, the story starts
in Rochester, New York.
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hH
When I interviewed Elizabeth Holahan in Rochester in 2002, she told me
that Kathleen McEnery had made small portraits of her and of her
sister Margaret. She told me a little about her sister, who died quite
young and who, she said, had had a warm friendship with McEnery’s
husband, Francis Cunningham. Margaret is the rather frail-looking
young woman in a checked dress.

[ 209 ]

I didn’t know – there was no reason for her to mention it – that she
had two other sisters (and, I think, a brother). Annie Holahan was
living in New York City in the 1930s, trying to establish herself as an
actress. After a brief affair with the English writer Llewellyn Powys,
she followed him – apparently without his invitation or consent – to
his home in Chaldon, Dorset, in 1935. Another sister, Evelyn Holahan,
born in Rochester, was also living in New York, working for the Benton
and Bowles advertising agency in Manhattan. She travelled to England
to rescue Annie and bring her home, and during her stay in Dorset
she met Sylvia Townsend Warner and Valentine Ackland. The three
got on well, and stayed in touch after Evelyn’s return to America. (At
one point, in May 1936, Sylvia wrote to Evelyn to ask her to bring her a
copy of Havelock Ellis’s The Psychology of Sex if she came to England –
probably one of those texts to blame for the denigration of the single
woman.) It seems likely that Evelyn and Valentine had a brief affair
during the Dorset visit, and although this was never pursued, another
of Valentine’s romantic entanglements, three years later, had longlasting consequences for all three women.
In May 1939, Evelyn Holahan went to meet Sylvia and Valentine and to
welcome them to New York when their boat docked at the quayside.
With them was an American woman, Elizabeth Wade White, who
had first met Sylvia at a literary event in New York in 1929, and who
was now in a difficult triangular relationship with her after starting a
passionate affair with Valentine Ackland in late 1938. It was an affair
that was to continue, on and off, for several years after the war. On this
occasion in 1939 she had been staying with them and then in a nearby
cottage in Dorset for several months, and was accompanying them
to the United States. Sylvia had been invited to the Third American
Writers’ Conference in New York in June. For Elizabeth Wade White
and Evelyn Holahan the quayside encounter was their first meeting.
Within a year they were partners, sharing an apartment in New York
City. They were together until Evelyn’s death.
Although when I met her in Rochester in 2002 Elizabeth Holahan did
not mention her sister Evelyn, she herself is mentioned twice in
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Kathleen McEnery, Portrait of Margaret Holahan
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Kathleen McEnery, Portrait of Elizabeth Holahan
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Peter Haring Judd’s book about the Warner/White/Ackland triangle.
Soon after a visit to Dorset by Elizabeth White in 1950, Evelyn was in
Rochester, looking after her sister Betty, who was recovering from an
operation. In a letter to Elizabeth she declares again her love for her,
referring to ‘whatever sorrow and unhappiness we have had between
us’ and offering her hope and belief that they ‘will know a good life
always’. She adds:
I am distressed about my situation here for I so want to go home & yet
I cannot bring myself to leave Betty at this moment for she is as weak
as a kitten. Her arm is getting better but she still cannot completely
dress herself. I know I am a comfort to her & she has begged me to
stay but I told her today that I have a home & obligations and that I
cannot & do not wish to remain away indefinitely.

Judd’s second reference to Betty (Elizabeth) Holahan causes me to
wonder whether there might have been another reason she wanted
her sister to stay longer. He recalls talking to her at a memorial service
shortly after Evelyn’s death in 1985, when the subject of Evelyn’s
relationship with Elizabeth White came up:
With no preliminaries, Evelyn’s sister came in with what she, I
suspect, had been holding back for years. Coming directly to the
point, she told me that Elizabeth had ‘killed’ her sister, turning
Evelyn into ‘a housewife’. So, she became an alcoholic and victim
of its antecedent ills. I was not surprised. For at least the previous
twenty years on social occasions and at home in the evenings,
Evelyn became unsteady, her slurred speech leading to bickering
and arguments … In Oxford … I heard Helen Gardner warn Elizabeth
not to do so much entertaining, ‘remember Evelyn, Elizabeth’. Evelyn
told me more than once how she enjoyed ‘following this one’ who
brought her to friendships and experiences that she enjoyed. But
she did not have the same level of physical and psychic stamina …
Evelyn was also aware, as her letters showed, that Elizabeth had
been more deeply attracted to Valentine than to her; after the ‘end
of the affair’ she saw the frequent letters come in from Valentine
and forced herself to accept the periodic meetings, not secret but
excluding her … Elizabeth’s break with Valentine in 1950 was a
clear choice in Evelyn’s favor, but over the ensuing years the
continuation of relations with Valentine seemed to have had a
subtly corrosive effect.

Evelyn had long ago given up professional life, and apart from a
three-year period in Oxford in the early 1950s, when Elizabeth
resumed her long-postponed research on her distant ancestor, the
seventeenth-century poet Anne Bradstreet (receiving a B.Litt in
1953), the couple lived from 1943 in the house in Connecticut that
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Elizabeth had inherited. They gave up their New York apartment
on East 19th Street in October 1945. For a time, they ran a small
business in old books, ‘White & Holahan Books’, from their home;
Judd doesn’t record how this fared, or how long the project lasted.
It does seem that for the most part Evelyn, whose letters indicate
a rather sad acceptance of an inequality of love, lived much of her
life in Elizabeth’s shadow. Though Judd records that when she died
Elizabeth was ‘for a time almost speechless with grief’.
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hH
Among the ‘surplus women’ of the interwar years in England, teaching
was the most likely career. Katherine Holden reports that in 1931 over
half of single professional women aged thirty-five to forty-four were
teachers – one in eleven of all single women of comparable age in
employment. Virginia Nicholson provides the detail – 180,000 women
teachers in 1911, another 13,000 during the First World War, and a
total of 210,000 by 1931. As for the continuing ambivalence about the
unmarried woman in the period:
Schoolmistresses had been long defined by their spinsterhood
… teaching remained, par excellence, the profession for middleclass single women – 85 per cent of women teachers in the 1920s
and 1930s were unmarried. Servants, typists, mill-girls and shopassistants might view their employment as a way of marking time till
they married, but teaching carried the heavy stigma of spinsterhood.
So, if you hoped for a man, you would go to great lengths to avoid
admitting you were a teacher. ‘That would put off every man in
sight,’ lamented one of them, ‘… so young teachers … said they were
secretaries or something like that.’

Nicholson quotes a young woman from the early 1920s:
So what did the world have to offer a surplus young woman in
the aftermath of the First World War? For Winifred Haward, now
twenty-three, the answer was staring her in the face. It was the
job that any educated woman like her would qualify for: teaching.
As many as 80 per cent of female graduates from Oxford and
Cambridge colleges in the 1920s got jobs in the classroom. But
Winifred was determined not to become a teacher:
‘All our mistresses at the High School were spinsters and that seemed
the predestined fate of anyone who entered the profession. I like
men’s company. I wanted to marry, and had romantic ideas of love.’

I don’t have statistics for women teachers in the period after the Second
World War, and have not read similar studies of the lives of – and
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attitudes to – single women in that period. But I find myself recognising
(and now feeling rather ashamed of) that somewhat disdainful attitude
to the spinster teachers. I can’t remember much about primary school,
but certainly at my single-sex secondary school, especially during the
years, perhaps from the age of fifteen, when I had a pretty active social
life outside school, I had the view that these teachers had somehow
missed out on what was important.
Looking, at random, at the records for Manchester High School for Girls
for the year 1956 (I was thirteen), I count thirty-seven ‘Misses’ (and
two ‘Mademoiselles’ – French assistantes) and seven ‘Mrs’. Sometimes
teachers got married and left (or stayed on in their new names). The
same record states:
Miss Butterworth married and became Mrs Stevens.
Miss Gilmartin married and became Mrs Walker.
Miss Anne James married and became Mrs Sharples. She left to move to
Canada.

But most of the teachers (mistresses) were older and single. The school’s
most famous headmistress, Sara Annie Burstall (head from 1898 to
1924) had nothing against marriage. In her autobiography, she recalls
the famous Miss Buss, head of North London Collegiate School where
Miss Burstall taught from 1882 (on £120 per annum), speaking on the
subject: ‘We were encouraged to go on, to remember that we might be
called to another “state of life” and be ready for it. She rejoiced for her
mistresses to get married, and promoted more than one engagement.’
What strikes me most now, though, is the richness and fulfilment of
the lives of the single teachers. They were highly educated, cultured
women – especially impressive in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth century. Miss Burstall studied mathematics at Girton
College, Cambridge, from 1878 to 1881, at a time when women could
not graduate with a degree. Later, in 1884, she was able to take a BA
at the University of London. At MHSG she took over from the first
headmistress, Elizabeth Day, who had held the position since the
foundation of the school in 1874. About this important step in her life
she writes: ‘On the 18th of May, 1898, after buying a new hat to give
me confidence, I went down to Manchester summoned to meet the
Governors of the High School … And so began the real work of my life,
for which all the rest had been a preparation.’

Sara Burstall

In a history of the school which she wrote in 1911, she describes Miss Day’s
appointment in 1874: ‘The Head Mistress is Miss Day, a lady who holds
a first-class Cambridge certificate, and who has distinguished herself
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highly in divinity, English literature, French, Italian, and Greek.’ She
quotes a contemporary source:
Miss Day, the young Head Mistress of the new School, was a very
attractive and interesting personality. Although small and slight and
girlish in appearance, she gave the impression of forcefulness and
power. Her keen and eager face expressed strong determination and
decision as well as kindliness and goodwill. It was set off by crisp,
black, wavy hair turned back very simply over a fine and shapely
head. Her piercing, brown eyes looking out from under rather heavy
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black eyebrows, seemed to take in everything at a glance.

A pupil remembers her, at a later date, sometimes sitting in a classroom
at a lesson ‘knitting quickly all the time’. ‘She was fond of green, a
dark hunter’s green, and usually dressed in green cashmere.’ Another
teacher in the 1890s, Miss Agnes Simons, student of Newnham, taught
history until she left in July 1898 to go to Italy to study art. Another
pupil praises her:
She was one of the most stimulating teachers I have ever known.
When we girls first saw her, we wondered whether we should like
her, for she looked very erect, very grave and statuesque, and
almost austere. But when she began to teach us History we saw
that we had fallen into master-hands … She vivified each person she
named, and as she described in glowing words the personalities of
those stirring times, we almost felt we were back among them ...
Tall and slim, clad in soft shades of blue or green or terra-cotta, she
was a pleasure to watch, her head so finely poised, the brown hair
parted down the middle, the oval face alight with interest, the brown
eyes, rich colour of cheeks and lips, and the delicacy and strength of
the lines of the mouth, forming a whole which we girls found very
attractive.

hH
By the time I was at MHSG, the Head Mistress was Miss Agnes Mary
Bozman, head from 1945 to 1959. Educated in Scotland, with an MA
with honours in maths and natural philosophy from St Andrew’s
University, she had been headmistress of Dame Alice Owen School for
Girls in London.

Agnes Bozman

To us she always seemed a rather distant and forbidding, though elegant,
presence, but eulogies on her retirement in 1959 and her death the
following year describe her as someone who took a personal interest
in everyone – girls, teachers, groundsmen, caretaker. Her professional
life was full – president of the Association of Headmistresses, serving
on the Joint Matriculation Board, the Court of Manchester University
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and the National Committee of Vice-Chancellors and Principals.
Her Presidential address at a conference of the Headmistresses’
Association indicates a nice sense of humour:
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The ideal headmistress should possess the physical vigour,
enthusiasm and optimism of a healthy woman of thirty. This should
be combined with experience, caution and the staying power of
Methusaleh. She should show tenderness, sensitive awareness of
the problems of others and an imperturbable calm in facing her own.
She should love children and adults as well, of course, as her car and
probably her dog.

Miss D.L. Pilkington, chairman of the governors of the school, spoke
warmly of Miss Bozman on her death, recalling her great success in
rebuilding the school, destroyed in the bombing of December 1940, on
her arrival after the war:
It was in no small measure due to her enthusiasm and imaginative
resource that this was successfully accomplished so soon. Her
mature and purposeful intelligence, her zest and her gracious charm
brought her ready allegiance from her staff and pupils. Her quick
and tender sympathy was the great support to many and notably to
less successful colleagues.

A tribute in the school magazine describes her as a ‘truly wise person’
with ‘dignity and grace, energy and gaiety, wit and deep humanity’. My
regret at not having had any sense of this – of barely having her in my
vision – is only partly alleviated by another comment:
Girls in Junior forms, who probably felt that a Head Mistress was
someone rather remote and awe-inspiring, would have been
surprised at just how well they were known. If they fell ill, they never
failed to receive a message and the gift of a book or jigsaw puzzle
from Miss Bozman.

The school dedicated a new rose garden to her in 1962, with a plaque
reading ‘We recall the pleasure which Miss Agnes Bozman found in
roses, especially in yellow roses’.

hH
Miss Annie Ellis taught physics at Manchester High School for Girls from
1917 to 1959. (I am surprised to see, when I look up old school reports,
that I got A for physics with her in three terms in the Fifth and the Upper
Fifth forms in 1958 and 1959.) It was always said she had an important
past – that she had helped Rutherford split the atom. Of course
this meant nothing to us, though we knew it was somehow a major
scientific advance. We just couldn’t imagine how she could have helped
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– she was a tiny woman, and we (at least I) had some vague vision of
her wielding a huge hammer as she attacked the thing, trying to split it.
It seems to have been true. Miss Ellis took the Maths Tripos at Girton
College in Cambridge from 1911 to 1914, followed by a first-class physics
degree at Manchester in 1917. On 30 June 1919, Ernest Rutherford (the
‘father of nuclear physics’) wrote a short reference for her:
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She proved herself an unusually able student and her work both
theoretical and practical was very well done. In her final year she
did a number of advanced experiments in Optics and commenced
an investigation in that subject. In recognition of her ability she
was awarded the Hatfield Scholarship. I consider Miss Ellis to be
an unusually well qualified physicist as she is strong both in the
mathematical and the experimental side.

Her final year as a student, 1917, was the year in which Rutherford and his
colleagues succeeded in splitting the atom; it’s not clear what role Miss
Ellis had in that particular project. She continued to work with him at
the university on a part-time basis, while teaching at the high school,
until his departure for Cambridge in 1919. At the Rutherford Jubilee
International Conference in Manchester on 5 September 1961, she
received an honorary M.Sc in recognition of her work with him.
An interviewer for the Manchester Guardian in June of that year, two years
after her retirement, captures a still lively and happy woman. She says
she spends her leisure time walking in the hills (‘wherever they are, but
particularly in Scotland, the Shetlands and the Outer Hebrides’), and
reading – mystery novels and historical fiction. A boy calls at her door
regularly on Tuesday and Thursday evenings for help with his maths or
physics homework.
If there is a single striking fact about this little woman – she is barely
5ft high – it is her jolliness. She is the living rejection of all the unkind
things ever said about schoolmistresses, yet she is immensely proud
of having been one.
Her hair is silver and swept back to an academic bun, but it caps
a pink and round face that breaks into creases and smiles at the
slightest provocation.

I don’t think I read that piece at the time. As it happens, it was the summer
I left high school, at the age of eighteen. Painful though it now is to
acknowledge it, I probably wouldn’t have believed then that a single
woman of a certain age could really have been happy.
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